IAL: to answer find and retrieve questions.

Year 1 Week 6 English 1

Read the next part of the story below and complete the questions.

Jack was sent to his bedroom. He lay down on
his bed and cried himself to sleep. The next
morning, Jack woke up and noticed that his
bedroom was much darker than usual. A
shadow fell across the room. He ran outside
to investigate.

A

1. Where was Jack sent to?
2. Where did he lie down?

Write
the Roman Numeral for each of these numbers.
__________.
3. What did Jack do when laying on his bed?

B

1. What did Jack notice the next morning?

2. When did Jack notice that his bedroom was much darker?

3. Find and retrieve the word that tells you how Jack went
outside.

Year 1 Week 6 English 2
IAL: to apply phonic knowledge and skills to decode words.

Add sound buttons to the words below. Sort the words into real and
nonsense words using Obb and Bob. Write sentences using the real words.

boy

when
cloud

soun

whub

toe

coya

day

phud

phone

kayn
noet

Challenge: how many digraphs can you spot in the above words?

Year 1 Week 6 English 3
IAL: to extend sentences using conjunctions ‘and’ and ‘because’
The conjunction and is used to extend a sentence.
The conjunction because is used to give a reason.

A

Extend these sentences using and.

1. I went to the park and _____________________________.

Write the Roman Numeral for each of these numbers.
2. There was a dog _________________________________.
3. I got on the bus _________________________________.

B

Choose and or because to complete these sentences.

1. I went to the shop ____________ I bought some sweets.

2. I turned the light on ____________ it was too dark.
3. We had ice cream ____________ it was too hot outside.

4. They looked out the window ____________ they saw a cat.

C

Write the start of these sentences so that they make sense.

1. because it was my birthday.

2. because it was raining.
3. because he got stung by a bee.

4. because it was late.
Now change the ending of one of your sentences to give a
different reason using 'because'.

Year 1 Week 6 English

Writing task
Writethe
some
sentences
explaining
you have
been
Write
Roman
Numeral
for eachwhat
of these
numbers.
doing during your time at home. Try to extend your
sentences using ‘and’ and ‘because’

Spelling words this week:
bare, dare, care, share, scared

